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If European officials have become the enemy, as chancellor
of the exchequer Philip Hammond says, then Britain’s
retreat from Europe has all the makings of a rout.
The economic consequences of the lunacy that is Brexit
are difficult to predict but we can be sure that they will be
large, and painful. For businesses, the only solution in the
face of the political failure to tackle Brexit, is to assume
the worst and start planning and acting now. Now might
also be a good time for company bosses to meet their MP
and make them aware of the plight of business, especially
in this sector where employment of EU nationals is high,
and where trade for many companies involves large scale
cross-border activity.
It might also be a good time to consider a donation to your
MP if they support your business interests. Or withdrawal
of any donations, as the case may be. It would certainly help
focus your MP’s attention on the plight of business.
The enemy is not the EU but the crass stupidity of so many
of Britain’s politicians who lack the boldness or the vision to
campaign for Britain’s future as a European economic power.
Churchillian rhetoric about fighting enemies when Britain
is an integral part of the EU are worse than nonsense; they
are positively damaging to the future of this country. It may
be a good time to remember that WInston Churchill, prime
minister in 1940, and who believed Britain’s future security
and prosperity lay within Europe, called the Dunkirk
evacuation a colossal military disaster. Britain’s repeat
departure from Europe seventy plus years later, will be
a colossal economic disaster.
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CHILTERN COLD STORAGE
takes next-generation Scanias
Chiltern Cold Storage has taken on two
next-generation Scania R450 A 6x2/2
Highlines, with another three on order,
after being impressed with their continuous
performance, driver appeal and overall life
costs. The new 44-tonners, supplied by
TruckEast, are powered by a 13-litre engine
delivering 450hp and fitted with a two-pedal
fully auto-shifted gearbox.
The R450s, that pull a new Gray & Adams 13.6 multi-temp fridge
trailer, will operate nationally and are already reported to be
achieving over 12mpg on some trips. Managing director Paul
Jackson says: “Fuel returns so far are impressive, but that’s just
one element. For me it’s got to be about the whole life cost – the
quality of the product, its reliability and the dealer back up we
get are just as important.”

Last year Chiltern took delivery of 13 current generation models
and Jackson believes that it was already a great product.
“With the next-generation, Scania has by far surpassed
themselves. It’s a smoother drive, the gearbox and engine
capability have improved and the noise – well that’s just another
level of quiet,” says Jackson. The next-generation R cab has
a completely new interior designed for an optimal driving
position – with its modular instrument panel, intuitive controls
and increased visibility. The Sleeper cab has an easily accessible
extending bunk with an air pocket sprung mattress.
TruckEast Peterborough will maintain the next-generation trucks
on a three-year repair and maintenance contract. “The general
approach and response time of the team at TruckEast has always
been excellent. We use our local branch for everything when
it comes to the maintenance and they really do look after us.
We have never had an issue on reliability with our Scanias.
The network as a whole work hard to minimise downtime for their
customers,” adds Jackson. “Any breakdowns we have experienced
are met with efficiency and a supportive response to get my
drivers back on the road,” he says.
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News
Residual values key to Gray
& Adams’ appeal
Chiltern Cold Storage part-exchanged four trailers as part of
the deal commissioning four new semi-trailers. The four had
given outstandingly reliable service and still looked good after
six years on the road. The latest additions to its fleet,
which is predominantly from Gray & Adams, are 13.6-metre
single-deck trailers, with aerodynamic panel cappings, and
low-noise and low-emission Thermo King SLXi-300 multitemperature fridges. The new trailers work from Chiltern
Cold Storage’s headquarters in Peterborough – it also has
a base in Livingston and another in Highbridge, Somerset,
which it opened last year.
Founded by managing director Paul Jackson, Chiltern Cold
Storage provides storage and distribution to food businesses in
the UK and Europe, and also handles pharmaceutical products.
Gray & Adams does not sell ‘off the shelf’ products, but tailors its
vehicles to meet the specific requirements of its customers and
their operations. In line with this, Chiltern Cold Storage’s latest
trailers were built to a swan deck design favoured by Jackson,
and specified with features such as compression bumpers,
stainless steel light pan infills and rugged, corrosion-resistant
chequer-plate flooring. “Gray & Adams will build me the exact
trailer I want, and when it comes to options there aren’t many
boxes we don’t tick,” Jackson says. “

INSULATED APPLICATIONS LARGE OR SMALL
Paul Jackson, managing director, Chiltern:
“Fuel returns so far are impressive, but
that’s just one element: for me it’s got to
be about the whole life cost – the quality
of the product, its reliability and the dealer
back up we get are just as important.”
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Jackson is also impressed by the driver appeal and comfort aspect
of the vehicles. “In this industry, driver recruitment and retention
is an issue we all have to live with, but this is made so much easier
by having a modern fleet with a good specification. With the
Scanias, the drivers just love the product. It’s a strong performer
out on the road and offers a great working environment.
In the new cabs it’s even more impressive.”
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Scania is the predominant marque in
Chiltern’s 46-strong line-up.
Chiltern Cold Storage set up in 1994 and has expanded rapidly
in the temperature-controlled service and logistics sectors.
The company won the “Temperature Controlled Storage Operator
of the Year” award at the TCS&D awards in November. Chiltern’s
customers include major retailers, foodservice distributors,
and industrial manufacturers through to produce markets,
independent supermarkets and exporters. Chiltern also has
extensive experience in servicing other temperature-sensitive
products, including pharmaceuticals and medical products.
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Unease over
Brexit intensifies
Over 60% of logistics firms surveyed believe
that Brexit will have a negative impact on their
businesses. And over a third have become
more pessimistic since the referendum.
The UK Logistics Confidence Index 2017, prepared by Barclays and
Moore Stephens, shows 61% of logistics companies believe the
impact of Brexit will be negative. Operators focused solely on the
UK are no doubt nervous about UK growth prospects and levels
of inward investment, while logistics businesses with cross-border
operations will continue to be concerned about future trade
patterns and the potential impact of additional customs processes.
Despite respondents’ apparent Brexit fears, just under a quarter
(23%) say they have taken no action. A fifth (19%) say they have
had informal discussions with customers or trade organisations
and slightly fewer have completed some background research
on the key issues. Only 2% have engaged professional advisers
in relation to Brexit. Given the ongoing uncertainties surrounding
the Brexit negotiations, it is clearly difficult for operators to know
what their mitigation strategies might be, the report says.
While there is evidence of operators considering changing their
warehouse footprint depending on how the Brexit negotiations pan
out, for example considering Ireland as a possible route into the
EU, these are major strategic decisions requiring greater certainty.
“Given the benefits of free movement of both goods and people
to the logistics sector currently, it is not surprising that these
feature prominently among respondents’ priorities for the
Brexit negotiations. A frictionless border is ranked the number
one priority, followed by mobility of labour from the EU and
satisfactory trade agreements with the EU.”

“At this stage, nobody knows what the future EU/UK trade regime
will look like, but border controls and customs duties would
almost certainly slow the movement of trucks and the burden
of red tape is clearly one of the sector’s greatest fears. With the
ongoing driver shortage facing the sector, the impact
of Brexit on access to skilled labour is also a major concern for
our respondents. Employers fear that drivers may not be able
to come to the UK, causing further labour shortages and pushing
up wages,” the report says.
No deal not an option
The UK government’s white paper on customs and trade,
published in October, is welcomed, though more certainty is
required regarding future arrangements: the ‘no deal’ scenario is
not an option for the road freight transport sector, says the IRU.
Suggestions such as the pre-declaration of goods need further
clarification in the light of the consequent administrative burden
and increased costs – which would likely fall to the business
community and ultimately threaten the economy, it says.
Daniel Kern, who leads IRU’s work on Brexit, said, “We must not
forget that road freight transport is the lifeblood of the European
and British economies. Although the UK proposals are welcome
we need more detail and clarity if the industry is to be able to
support trade and economic growth post-Brexit. The possibility of
the UK leaving the European Union without a comprehensive deal
would be the worst possible outcome for the road
transport industry.”
The IRU is also pushing for the UK government to be more
concrete about any transition period, which should only start once
there is absolute clarity on future arrangements and transition
arrangements should replicate current practice.
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Brexit: Port of Dover needs
more time to prepare
The two year Brexit transition period is not
enough time to create the post-Brexit customs
regime and build the necessary infrastructure
for Britain’s busiest port, Dover.
Business leaders and trade experts say any post-Brexit transition
period needs to last between three and five years if UK authorities
are to put in place the infrastructure to cope.
Anastassia Beliakova, head of trade policy at the British Chambers
of Commerce, says: “A transition period should be at least three
years. This is important not just for businesses to prepare, but also
for new IT systems to be put in place, for [HM Revenue & Customs]
to hire and train new staff, for new infrastructure to be built.”
Mark Corby, chair of the UK Trade Facilitation Expert Panel, which
is sponsored by the Department for Business, says: “You need
three to five years, taking the transition up to 2025, to put in place
the untried, streamlined systems ultimately envisaged.”
Post Brexit, trucks travelling through Dover, Britain’s busiest ro-ro
port with 2,591,286 truck movements in 2016, will be subject
to customs declarations, no matter how benign Britain’s future
relationship with the EU turns out to be.

Grace Foods UK’s Brexit strategy
Grace Foods UK has set a clear strategy to deal with Brexit:
two separate companies for the UK and the EU. Grace
Foods UK imports Caribbean foods, distributing these in the
UK and continent from an 11,000sq metre temperaturecontrolled warehouse in Welwyn Garden City. Adam Reader,
manager, Grace Foods UK, fears Brexit will hit his company
on several fronts: increased bureaucracy, costs and delays at
borders, volatile currency shifts and a slow-burn divergence
between Britain and the rest of Europe over food standards
and labelling. To respond, the company plans a presence in
Europe to meet demand there and insulate the company
against the expected disruption ahead.
The company will now make the largest investment in its
history to restructure, starting with a new sales base in
Europe, most likely in Germany. “We will end up with two
totally different companies, with a holding company at
the top,” Reader said. The company will also partner with
a distributor in Europe, meaning those goods being sold
on the continent can be delivered straight there to avoid
paying double tariffs that could come from importing
them via Britain first, Reader said.If the model works, the
company could build its own distribution base. “We could be
ready to go in terms of the European operation in the next
six months,” Reader said. In Britain, he plans to ramp up
processing, figuring it will be easier and cheaper in a postBrexit world to import raw ingredients that can come into the
country on lower tariffs, rather than paying a range of tariffs
on ingredients and containers in fully processed goods.

There also needs to be reciprocal facilities on the other side of the
channel. It is unclear when and how any new customs regime will
apply to Dover and other UK ports after Brexit, which is scheduled
to take effect in March 2019.
James Hookham, deputy chief executive, Freight Transport
Association, says members fear a no deal scenario would mean
“disorganisation and chaos”. Even if Britain ends up with a
benign and orderly Brexit, Dover’s role as the principal artery
for trade to and from continental Europe means that a small
increase in customs paperwork risks clogging up the port. Well
over half of the 4.5m heavy goods vehicles that travel through
British ports every year pass through Dover, and those lorries
travelling to destinations within the EU single market and
customs union board ferries in under two minutes. “If you add
an average of two minutes to customs processing, you get a 17mile queue [from Dover] almost back to Ashford,”
Hookham says.

“Another four minutes takes the queue back to
Maidstone, six minutes back to the M25, eight
minutes and you are up to the Dartford
crossing and Essex.”
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Logistics sector stays confident
Confidence among logistics companies has
increased despite headwinds says The UK
Logistics Confidence Index 2017.
The report, prepared by Barclays and Moore Stephens, indicates
operators have a more positive outlook than might have been
expected, given the uncertainty over Brexit, compounded by the
political uncertainty following the recent general election result
and lower forecasts for UK economic growth.
“We have now seen two successive marginal upturns in confidence,
reversing the steady fall seen between 2013 and the first half of
2016. However, looking at the overall trend over the last five years,
the current Index stands at the lower end of the range over that
period,” the report says. “Whatever the eventual impact of Brexit,
respondents appear to be maintaining a business-as-usual stance
for now. The protracted negotiations and possibility of transitional
agreements may at least give logistics companies more time to
prepare for the consequences of Brexit.”
Despite the overall increase in the Confidence Index, around 45%
of logistics operators say that business conditions over the last
12 months have become more difficult, 9% saying they have been
much more difficult. However, the number saying they are more
favourable has increased 11%, to 25%, suggesting that overall
business conditions have improved over the last year, the report
says. “These results are more in tune with the recent economic
data. Despite the latest HM Treasury forecast data showing the
rate of growth in the UK economy slowing, it is still expected to
grow by 1.6% this year. “So although there may be clouds on the
horizon, the sector can at least expect modest growth
and appears to be performing well overall.”

While Brexit will pose a challenge for most operators it is far from
being the sector’s only concern. The report cites lack of skilled
employees and drivers, limited warehouse capacity and continued
pressure on prices and margins as equally important. Respondents
continue to highlight the growing impact of technology, the
potential for value-added services and greater collaboration and
continued consolidation through merger and acquisition activity
of service providers as significant opportunities.
To mark the tenth anniversary of the survey, the report asked
operators to compare the current state of the sector with that
in 2012, as well as looking ahead another five years.
“Looking back, the majority of respondents believe that the
industry is in more robust shape now against a number of key
measures. These results suggest that the intense competition
seen in the sector over the last few years has led to more effective
financial management and leaner operations, although this has
perhaps taken longer than expected. The one notable exception
to this is respondents’ views on labour and skills issues, with
almost three-quarters saying that the position has worsened.”
“Looking ahead to the next five years, operators are confident
about their ability to optimise their use of technology. Similarly,
three-fifths of respondents suggest that it is ‘likely’ that the industry
will sufficiently consolidate the number of service providers.”
But, and less encouragingly, more than half of the respondents
say it is unlikely that operators will be able to achieve
sustainable price increases with customers, and almost threequarters believe it is unlikely operators will benefit from greater
public sector investment in infrastructure, perhaps unsurprising
in the absence of significant road improvement and
building programmes.
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Logistics IT investment grows
Operators see technology and data as the key to gaining
competitive advantage and are growing in importance,
according to the UK Logistics Confidence Index 2017. Almost
half of companies in the survey say they have already invested
“significant” resources in optimising the use of data and a quarter
(23%) say they will be implementing supply chain data solutions
in the next 12 months. “This represents a significant level of
investment,” the report by Barclays and Moore Stephens, which
surveyed the views of 100 UK logistics companies, says.
“Whilst historically the logistics industry was rarely at the forefront
of technological innovation, this is changing rapidly. The sector is
increasingly embracing the use of innovations such as big data.
Are we now seeing the emergence of ‘Logistics 4.0’? “
Nearly 70% of the operators in our survey say they will be
investigating or implementing innovative supply chain solutions
over the next 12 months. “Increased collaboration between
operators and customers is the key to effective logistics solutions
and this is clearly becoming a key focus for operators looking
to improve efficiency. Opportunities to optimise vehicle usage
and reduce empty running by sharing resources appear to be
attracting greater interest. More advanced planning, forecasting
and delivery services are also beginning to gain traction in
response to the growth in the number of e-commerce players.”
“Big data has become the hot topic in the sector over the last six
months. The quality of data available to operators is one of the
most significant opportunities for optimising workflows and gaining
competitive advantage, but also represents one of its toughest
challenges. The key question is how to use it to the best advantage.”
“The expansion of digital and mobile data services is clearly driving
major changes to firms’ approach to operations and customer
service. It also raises the issue of compliance with the General
Data Protection Regulation that will apply from next year.”
“Operators appear to be more advanced in the application
of cloud services than in some of the other technological
innovations covered by our survey – just over a quarter (27%) say
they will be implementing cloud-enabled supply chain solutions

over the next 12 months. This again underlines the sector’s
current focus on operational efficiency.
“Our survey suggests that the main benefits of technology so far
have focused on operational efficiency to reduce costs and relieve
pressure on margins, rather than adding value or improving
customer service.
“Greater operational visibility and reporting is cited as the most
important benefit of logistics technology, according to nearly
a third (31%) of respondents. Transport planning management
software has been a key area of investment for many companies,
allowing them to monitor driver behaviour remotely, track goods
in real-time and provide dynamic scheduling to help reduce
transport costs.”
So-called smart road technology is emerging, but it will take a
while for the sector to gain any real benefit. Currently only 9%
of operators say they are investigating the use of driverless
trucks, though the pace of development may see this changing
faster than some expect. In August 2017, the Department for
Transport announced £8.1m of funding for self-driving truck trials,
which are expected to begin on major roads by the end of 2018.
Operators give less emphasis to the impact of technology on
warehouse operations, despite the growing use of warehouse
automation, arguably one of the biggest opportunities to reduce
cost and increase efficiency. This is perhaps a surprise given
survey respondents’ current concerns over the shortage of
warehouse capacity.
“Our survey results demonstrate that the sector is taking
technology seriously and that it is having a bigger impact than
ever before. All operators need to be aware of these emerging
technologies to ensure they don’t get left behind. With 77%
of companies anticipating an increase in capital expenditure over
the next six months, it is likely that a significant proportion will
be directed at supply chain data and other innovations that can
give them competitive advantage.”
See page 8 for more about the UK Logistics
Confidence Index 2017.
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DFDS Logistics
connects with
the cloud
DFDS Logistics is connecting traffic planning and vehicle tracking
for its UK depots with a cloud transport management system
from Mandata that automates many of the processes done
manually previously. DFDS runs 150 vehicles from nine depots in
the UK between Aberdeen and Peterborough. The Mandata Cloud
TMS provides staff at all depots access to the same information
online while also simplifying procedures and providing visibility
across its UK operation.
Mark Bennett, compliance manager, DFDS, says: “Before we
implemented Mandata, managing work across the network was
a challenge for us as we were using a mix of legacy systems and
spreadsheets at our depots. We looked to bring planning
and vehicle tracking together under one roof so we could see
and manage loads more easily across the board.”

Mobile technology has a role role too. The Mandata Manifest
smartphone app allows information to be fed to DFDS triggering
workflows; as proof of delivery is saved to the TMS, invoices can
be e-mailed, and the results of daily walk-around checks are
allowing the fast identification and resolution of vehicle defects.
“Now we’re starting to track vehicles with Mandata we’re gaining
more detailed information; geo-fenced loads are giving us firm
entry and exit times and we can see live progress and load status
updates,” Bennett says. Monitoring fuel and driver performance
will be a useful training aid and help to achieve further efficiencies
in the coming months.

JR INDUSTRIES INTERNAL MOVING BULKHEADS



“We particularly liked the simplicity of the drag and drop Traffic
Pad which is proving to be a real boon to us. It is giving us a
slicker way to plan work; dragging and building jobs in loads
is considerably reducing the overall time it takes and we are
achieving more with far less effort and ‘clicks’. Data accuracy has
also improved as there is less re-keying of data.“ Bennett said.

As well as time savings, DFDS has gained
visibility in other areas of the operation such
as trailer allocation and servicing.
“We can now follow the path and life of a trailer and share trailers
between depots; this is making servicing much simpler for us as
we know where the trailer will be and where the work needs to
be carried out,” Bennett, says. Providing full and live up-to-date
information to everyone is also enabling a joined-up approach to be
taken. “Each depot used to have its own pot of work. Now someone
else can see it, doing re-loads has got a lot easier as we’re able to
integrate loads from other depots in the planning process,” he says.
“We can also identify areas where we need to look for work or
indeed, where we may be over subscribed and we can react
accordingly. Our sales team can see if we’re tipping into a certain
area and look for loads to come back – the details are onscreen
for everyone to see and because of this, we’re able to make best
use of resources.”
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4G telematics camera
Trakm8 has a new in-cab camera with
fully-featured telematics that can be used
to monitor the road ahead and the inside
of the cab.

Cost effective, temperature and
humidity data loggers for the food
and pharmaceutical markets.
Pre-programmed sample rates and
alarms for monitoring a variety
of goods. Simply press on-board
button to start logging.

It can be configured to automatically provide operators with
real-time images and video footage surrounding harsh events
picked up by the device’s built-in accelerometer but also gives
fleet managers the opportunity to live stream footage from
the cab.

The RoadHawk, like Trakm8’s advanced
tracking devices, includes features to
monitor driver behaviour, provide f irst notice
of loss, remote tacho downloads, CANbus
integration, driver ID and the company’s
Trakm8connectedcare vehicle diagnostics.

Call +44 (0) 1794 884 567 or visit
www.lascarelectronics.com/data-loggers
for more information
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Trakm8’s route optimisation and scheduling algorithms are
also integrated in the device, with the ability to automate
schedules while ensuring the highest possible vehicle
utilisation rate. Trakm8 is currently developing Advanced
Driver-Assistance Systems (ADAS) to monitor high-risk
behaviours such as mobile phone usage, insufficient
concentration on the road, and driver micro-sleeping which
will be implemented next year. The company also intends
to incorporate these high-risk behaviours into its driver
behaviour scoring algorithms.

Telematics
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Two-way communication
for Stewarts’ fridges

Perth-based soft fruit and swede producer Stewarts of Tayside is
using Foretrack, Carrier Transicold’s updated tracking, telematics
and fleet management system. Stewarts specified the system on
six new temperature-controlled trailers with Vector 1550 fridges.
Foretrack now includes two-way communication giving transport
managers the ability to remotely alter the set point or operation
mode as well as initiate defrosts and pre-trip checks, and clear
alarms from a connected device anywhere in the world.

“The ability to remotely monitor temperatures
and make any required changes is an ideal
way of guaranteeing cold chain integrity,
and it takes the pressure off our drivers,”
said Jim Winn, distribution manager, Stewarts
of Tayside. “The fact that Carrier Transicold
has developed this function was a welcome
addition, improving what is already
a great system.”
Foretrack accesses Google Maps for tracking, providing better
accuracy and coverage. It also has a refreshed web portal and
a mobile app on iOS and Android devices, allowing users access
to the upgraded system from anywhere in the world. Foretrack
can also generate operational reports, providing rapid analysis
of a refrigerated fleet’s performance. “Having remote access
to our fleet data, coupled with the instant performance report
capability, has completely changed the way we operate.
I can’t remember how we worked without Foretrack to be
honest,” Winn said. “We’re a 24/7 operation and the freshness
of our produce is critical, so having such a reliable fleet
management system is vitally important.”
Stewarts of Tayside shows how the Foretrack system can help
improve productivity and efficiency. Its experience with the

system and regular feedback helped Carrier Transicold develop
the system. The six new Vector 1550 units were specified on
13.6-metre Gray & Adams trailers and form part of a 27-strong,
all Carrier-cooled trailer fleet. Stewarts will also specify Foretrack
with its next batch of 10 trailers with Vector 1550 units.
Founded in 1975, Stewarts of Tayside operates in the UK with its
refrigerated trailers each travelling up to 160,000km a year.
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...just a few of the Training Courses we run throughout the year.
Please contact us for further details.
Providing Training Courses for our hard working sole traders,
right up to the largest companies in the business.

TRAINING CENTRE

e: training@3tservices.co.uk
t: 01928 898 191
www.3tservices.co.uk
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“the wisest mind has something yet to learn”
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Lascar single-use loggers
Lascar has expanded its cold chain
product range with the Cold Chain 2
range. This offers low cost, single-use
temperature and humidity data logging
with LED indicators to indicate alarm
conditions, and connection to PC for easy
report generation.

goods, ripening goods, pharmaceutical
products requiring ambient temperatures,
blood shipments and blood platelet
shipments. The loggers offer a minimum
of 12 months battery life and are capable
of taking up to 32,637 readings for
temperature and humidity.

Sold in packs of 10 at £195 (ex VAT) there
are six models in the range, each with
temperature alarms configured to suit
particular products: chilled goods, frozen

No logger set-up is required, with each
logging session being activated by pressing
the start/stop button, making them
straightforward to use.

Lascar Electronics was an early innovator,
one of the first companies to launch a
small USB logger that could be connected
to a computer for report generation from
recorded data.
Lascar has expanded its range, including
the launch in 2015 of the Cold Chain 1
series of low cost and small form factor
cold chain loggers, designed for monitoring
the temperatures of chilled, frozen and
ripening food in storage or transit.

CUT COSTS & IMPROVE SAFETY
From this ...

... To this

NEW REG 23 BANKSMAN
The Banksman BM3 is the world’s first Reg 23 manoeuvring aid that delivers a carpet of bright white light around the
vehicle, providing additional light to the areas where traditional reversing lights do not cover.
Watch the YouTube video at www.labcraft.co.uk/BanksmanBM
IMPROVE DRIVER SAFETY

TCS&D
AWARDS20
16
WINNER OF THE HEALTH & SAFETY AWARD

INCREASE PRODUCTIVITY

REDUCE VEHICLE DAMAGE

For your FREE trial, contact Labcraft on
01799 510070 or sales@labcraft.co.uk

CUT COSTS
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Tinytag’s
temperature
monitoring
Tinytag data loggers help ensure that
temperatures are accurately maintained at
specified levels and recorded for ongoing
verification throughout the coldchain.
Small, robust and easy to use, Tinytags
help ensure compliance with quality
controls, hazard analysis and critical
control points requirements, and with
regulations and guidelines including those
from the Food Standards Agency and the
EU quick-frozen foodstuffs regulations.
The data loggers have an alarm which
activates if conditions fall outside a userdefined range.

Recorded data is viewed in the Tinytag
Explorer software, a flexible Windows
programme. The small, standalone
Tinytags, record data, which is
downloaded via a USB cable to a desktop
computer for analysis. The range includes
loggers that are BS EN 12830 compliant
to meet the demands of European
legislation for frozen and chilled foods
storage and transport.

Data can be easily accessed by any
permitted user in a LAN, or remotely over
the internet. Radio and LAN data loggers
can be mixed and matched within a
system to meet particular site layout
and infrastructure requirements.
Radio data loggers are located as required
and self-configure to form a robust mesh
network when switched on: data is sent
by wireless communications via a receiver
to the computer running the system.
LAN loggers plug into a network point and
send their data directly for viewing on a PC
or across a network.

Tinytag Radio and LAN loggers collect
temperature data automatically and are
ideal for sites with multiple monitoring
points such as warehouses.

Case Studies:

Bako North Western is a wholesaler and distributor to the
artisan baker and associated food sectors including the NHS,
local authorities and national brands. In order to maintain
its accreditations, the company is required to monitor the
temperature of the food it processes at all stages. Bako North
Western uses four BS EN 12830 compliant Transit 2 loggers
which are placed within a box of product. The box is then
‘picked’ as part of a pallet of goods to be delivered, so the logger
is then put through the same process as all the products to
be delivered to customers on the chosen vehicle. This means
the core temperatures of products placed in the temperaturecontrolled compartments of the vehicle can be more closely
monitored, which is important because the vehicle’s own
logger monitors the air temperature only, and not the actual
temperature of the goods themselves.
Timothy Taylor: Robust Plus Radio loggers are also used to
monitor temperature in refrigerated delivery vehicles, storing
data locally while the vehicle is out, then automatically offloading
it on return when within range of the mesh network. Awardwinning brewer Timothy Taylor is using the radio loggers to help
ensure that its Yorkshire beers are enjoyed in perfect condition.
The loggers record the temperature of the coolers in the delivery
fleet, then offload the data for viewing in Tinytag Explorer
software once returned to the depot, providing evidence that
the beers are well kept throughout the supply chain. The loggers
have provided additional benefits in terms of traceability, helping
with the tracking of the vehicles and also their load times.

Need to monitor temperature?
Here’s some food for thought…
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Tinytag temperature data loggers
are used throughout the cold chain
to help achieve compliance with
specified regulations including
HACCP controls.
Tinytag Transit 2

Recorded data is downloaded to a
PC, and viewed with Tinytag Explorer
software, allowing conditions to be
documented and validated.

Compact temp logger

From £50 +VAT

• Robust and reliable
• Easy to use
• EN 12830 approved units
• Compact and cost-effective
Tinytag Radio and LAN data loggers
collect or store data automatically,
and are ideal for larger sites and
refrigerated vehicles.
temperature

»

humidity

»

Gemini Data Loggers (UK) Ltd
Scientific House, Terminus Road,
Chichester, West Sussex, PO19 8UJ,
England

power usage

»

Radio/LAN System
Temp/RH for larger or remote sites

Bundles – 3 loggers/receiver/
software from £1000 +VAT
co2

»

count

Telephone: +44 (0)1243 813000
email: info@tinytag.info
www.geminidataloggers.com
www.tinytag.info

»

voltage

»

current
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Reaching coldstores

SAFELY

In food and drink operations the particular
risks and challenges of reach trucks are often
overlooked, says Laura Nelson, managing
director, RTITB, the transport accrediting body.
In some food and drink operations the particular risks and
challenges of reach trucks may be misunderstood and
overlooked. Operators and supervisors often assume that they’re
the same, or similar, to counterbalance lift trucks. However,
specific training is required for reach truck operators.
Different Truck Categories
Coldstore reach trucks come in various categories, so different
skills, and different training, is required for safe and efficient
operation. However, many employers mistakenly think if an
operator is trained to operate one type of reach truck, they are
automatically qualified to operate them all. In fact, operators
must complete conversion training to gain the competence
and qualifications to operate other categories of reach truck.
Operators are most commonly trained on D1 category rider
operated reach trucks, which covers lifting up to eight metres.
However, industrial racking systems can often extend beyond
this. Operators that must lift to heights above eight metres

require a higher level of skill, and therefore, appropriate operator
conversion training is usually needed. Another example is the
A8 category stand-on reach truck. Even if an operator has been
trained to operate a reach truck from a seated position, they
normally require different training to equip them with the skills
for this particular truck category.
Working at Height
The drive-in and drive-through racking systems used in coldstore
warehouses with reach truck operations are different to those
that counterbalance forklift operators encounter. For instance,
with increased racking height, there is increased risk. Operators
must receive training that equips them to operate safely at height,
with accuracy, efficiency and an understanding of the specific
differences and risks posed by racking systems.
Travelling on Inclines
Travelling on inclines poses considerable risks for reach truck
operations, especially in a coldstore where floor conditions may
become icy. Working on inclines is not commonplace, and should
be avoided wherever possible, but it’s important for operators
to understand that some situations will require this. Reach truck
operator training must include the safest method of negotiating
an incline, with consideration of the drive and braking systems.
Although trucks from different manufacturers offer varied levels
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at height, or with the reach extended. Without this, a truck
tip-over could occur, which can be potentially fatal.
Therefore, it’s crucial that this is covered in operator training.
Steering and Operating Position
The load on a reach truck is positioned to the right of the
operator, unlike a counterbalance truck, where the operator faces
forward, with the load in front. While all-round observation is
important for operating any moving vehicle, reach truck operators
must be taught to look in the direction of travel and be aware of
additional blind spots. These can be caused by the load, operating
positions, overhead guard, or even the mast.

of braking effectiveness on inclines, certain characteristics remain
consistent. For example, the drive wheel on a reach truck is at the
rear, (the opposite end to the reach legs and forks). So, to maintain
traction when travelling on an incline, the forks and load should
face uphill, as the rear wheel has the greater force applied to it,
and downhill travel should be negotiated with the forks trailing.
Assistive Technology
Assistive technology is becoming more common to support
operators with handling food and drink loads. Cameras and LCD
screens, for example, are used to aid the operator's judgement
of fork and load positioning. Although assistive technology can
be useful it should never take the place of the right training, at
the right level, for the right type of equipment. Devices designed
to aid stacking and de-stacking should only be used to assist, and
not relied upon. If the technology fails for some reason,
the operator must be sufficiently trained so they are competent
in continuing the reach truck operation safely without it.
Stability
The stability and centre of gravity of a reach truck differs to
a counterbalance truck because they are designed to reach
towards the racking further than their stabilising legs.
Operators must understand the truck’s centre of gravity, load
capacity, and the effects that load weight has on the truck when

Reach Mechanisms and Reach-Legs
In every movement, the reach-legs must be taken into
consideration. The primary function of a reach truck is to extend
its carriage or mast forwards along its reach-legs to pick up a load.
The truck then shortens, holding the load within the confines of
the truck for secure transport. A truck’s reach mechanism can
be in the form of a moveable mast, a pantograph mechanism,
or a telescopic mechanism. All mechanisms function differently,
and it’s important for operators to understand these differences.
In addition, the varying types of reach mechanism are designed
to suit different types of operation. This highlights the need for
specific job training and familiarisation training once basic training
has been completed.
Coldstore Considerations
Working with a reach truck in a cold store presents particular
changes that even experienced reach truck operators may not
have encountered before. For example, those operating trucks
in a coldstore are likely to be wearing bulky protective clothing.
Padded jackets can cause operators to move their bodies
differently, while gloves will change how the controls feel
in-hand. Specific job training and familiarisation training will
enable operators to learn safe and accurate truck operation
in these unique conditions.
Reach truck operator training will nearly always be needed for
employers to remain legally compliant, but it’s also important
for operators to be correctly trained so that they can keep
themselves, and their colleagues, safe. This moral obligation will
often supersede the legal demands for responsible employers.
The guidance in this article covers just a few considerations for
training those operating reach trucks in a cold food and drink
warehouse environment. For more about materials handling
equipment operator training in food and drink operations,
visit www.rtitb.co.uk/food-and-drink.
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DAWSON'S

bespoke build for Park Cake Bakery
Park Cake Bakery has opened a new temperaturecontrolled warehouse at its Oldham site.
The bespoke coldstore was designed by Dawson temperaturecontrol solutions working closely with the Park Cakes’ team
under the overall guidance of site manager Chris Biddle and
supply chain manager George Walsh.

Can you

reach

The new unit replaces ten modular units, each capable of
holding 37 pallets, supplied on rental to the Oldham Bakery over
preceding years. The new building, running on the latest, low
GWP, R454A refrigerant gas, takes the same volume of pallets,
but in a smaller and more controllable area. Walsh said: “We
had gone for what we believed was a low cost option with those
modular units, but suffered in terms of both innovation and
service, so I’m very happy to be working with Dawson this time.

the Chief Executives
of Aldi, Asda, Booths, Iceland,
Marks and Spencer, Morrisons,
Palmer & Harvey and Sainsbury’s

They, like all top decision makers
in this industry, receive

NEWS

We can.
Cold Chain News is read by 1700 top UK decision makers in the temperature-controlled transport
and logistics industry verified by telephone every year - that’s as fresh a circulation as you get

"The new building is far better value for the business, delivering
the same storage capacity from a much smaller footprint, and with
the added benefits of lower running costs and easier access. It is
significantly more economical and convenient in every respect.
"The fact we are not opening and closing ten individual
doors, and now have R454A gas at work, also makes a major
contribution to reducing our environmental impact.”
The new Park Cakes unit is fully racked and fork-lift compatible
inside, offering the producer faster and easier access to the stock
it needs. The mono-pitch steel structure is constructed to BS
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"All in all, a f irst
class experience
from start to f inish.”
EN 1993-1 with 40mm thick, Loss Prevention Certification Board
approved, PIR roof and fascia cladding. Refrigeration is handled by
multiple, independent, low noise, energy-efficient systems, using
the industry-leading, R454A refrigerant gas, which has an extremely
low Global Warming Potential (GWP) of just 238. It took the Dawson
on-site team just 22 weeks to build and get operational.
From the Park Cakes perspective, the smaller and more efficient
unit has opened up opportunities for development of the facilities
elsewhere on site. The bakery has a track record of new product
development and launch, and the space and efficiency of the new
unit is expected to allow additional room and time for this core focus.
Walsh said: “The Park Cakes business is very strong and we are
always looking to target the market’s core and constantly evolving
macro trends; indulgence and convenience.
"That puts space and time here at a premium, so choosing Dawson
for the new build was a carefully taken decision. At the end of the
day though, I have to say I couldn’t have been happier with the
professionalism and drive of the on-site team they sent in here.
"They didn’t put a foot wrong on the H&S front; they understood
we are a busy site and planned in such a way that delays to
our day-to-day business were minimal; and they delivered a
top quality product at the end of it all. They even introduced
their Dawsonrentals materials handling colleagues to us, and
they sourced and supplied exactly the right fork-lift for the new
building, at a very competitive rate with full service support.”

VEHICLE
DECALS
> 5 year Guarantee
> Free Design Service
> Fast Turn Round
> Factory Application
> 20 years Experience

Call or mail for a quotation today!
truckads@m1marketing.co.uk
01934 712701
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Supplier directory...
ADDITIVES & TREATMENTS

www.greenoxsolution.co.uk
AXLE & SUSPENSION SYSTEMS

COLD STORE RACKING SYSTEMS

DISTRIBUTION SERVICES

www.ssi-schaefer.co.uk

www.jifltd.co.uk

COLD STORE REFRIGERATION
INSTALLATIONS & MAINTENANCE
www.mlhtransport.co.uk

www.imslimited.com
BODIES & BODYWORK

www.michaelwardonline.co.uk

CONSTRUCTION SERVICES

www.nagel-group.com
DOORS & BULKHEADS

www.grp-group.co.uk
http://1cold.com
www.optiplan.eu

COUPLINGS & TRAILER
EQUIPMENT

www.cbf.uk.com

BRAKES & BRAKING SYSTEMS
www.jrindustries.co.uk
FIFTH WHEEL

www.knorr-bremsecvs.com
www.roadlink-international.co.uk

www.fontaineeurope.com

COLD STORAGE & DISTRIBUTION

DISTRIBUTION SERVICES

www.newcold.com
COLD STORE DESIGN & BUILD

www.isd-solutions.co.uk

www.buffaload.co.uk

www.coolexpress.co.uk

www.loadlok.com

www.pommier.eu
www.stedall.co.uk
FORKLIFTS

www.aisle-master.com
FUELS & FUEL MANAGEMENT

www.stancold.co.uk
COLD STORE MAINTENANCE

www.coldstoremaintenance.co.uk

www.fenwickhaulage.co.uk

www.freshlogistics.co.uk

www.as24.com

www.cameron-forecourt.co.uk

Supplier
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HIGH SPEED DOORS

MARKETING

REFRIGERATION SYSTEMS
www.marshallfleetsolutions.co.uk

www.m1marketing.co.uk
www.safe-door.co.uk

www.unionindustries.co.uk
INSTITUTES & ASSOCIATIONS
www.fsdf.org.uk
www.fta.co.uk
www.gcca.org/gcca
www.rha.uk.net
www.smmt.co.uk
www.soe.org.uk
LIGHTING

MODULAR COLD STORES

www.isd-modularcoldrooms.co.uk

www.naturefridge.com
www.thermoking.com
RENTAL, HIRE & LEASING

PHARMACEUTICAL
DISTRIBUTION

www.acrobat-rental.co.uk

www.pharmatransport.co.uk

www.arcticstore.co.uk

PORTABLE REFRIGERATION
www.coolrunningrental.co.uk
www.dbsltd.org.uk

www.cbf.uk.com

REFRIGERATED TRANSPORT
SPARES

www.pommier.eu
www.stedall.co.uk

www.fleetrefrigerationparts.co.uk

LOAD HANDLING & LOAD
RESTRAINT

REFRIGERATION PLANT &
PACKAGES

www.flexerent.co.uk

www.freezerent.uk.com

www.hireco.co.uk

www.acl-online.com
www.cbf.uk.com

REFRIGERATION SYSTEMS
www.iciclefridgevans.com

www.loadlok.com

www.botemp.eu
www.next-rental.co.uk

www.package-control.co.uk
www.stedall.co.uk

www.carlsenbaltic.com
www.carriertransicold.eu
www.klingecorp.com

www.petitforestier.co.uk
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RENTAL, HIRE & LEASING

TAILLIFTS

TRAINING

www.rentruck.co.uk

www.baer-cargolift.de

www.3tservices.co.uk

TEMPERATURE MONITORING
SYSTEMS

TRANSPORT REFRIGERATION
MAINTENANCE

www.shb.co.uk
www.the-imcgroup.com

www.longhurstrefrigeration.co.uk

www.vmsglobal.co.uk
REVERSING AIDS

www.the-imcgroup.com
www.michaelwardonline.co.uk
TRANSPORT TRAINING

www.cbf.uk.com
www.stedall.co.uk

www.log-i-call.com

ROUTE OPTIMISATION
& TRACKING

TEMPERATURE RECORDERS
& DATA LOGGERS

www.routinguk.descartes.com

www.agmtelematics.com

www.seventelematics.co.uk

TRUCKS
www.daf.co.uk
www.isuzutruck.co.uk
www.iveco.co.uk

THERMAL PACKAGING

SECURITY
www.trailerlock.uk.com
SPRAY SUPPRESSION

www.novadata.co.uk

www.polartherm.co.uk
TRAILERS

www.cbf.uk.com
www.cartwright-group.co.uk
www.pommier.eu

www.man-mn.co.uk
www.mercedes-benz.co.uk
www.renault-trucks.co.uk
www.volvotrucks.co.uk
VANS
www.citroen.co.uk
www.fiatprofessional.co.uk
www.ford.co.uk
www.mercedes-benz.co.uk
www.nissan.co.uk
www.peugeot.co.uk
www.volkswagen-vans.co.uk

www.ekeri.fi

WAREHOUSE
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

www.gray-adams.com

www.chess.uk.com

www.krone-trailer.com

www.prosku.com

www.stedall.co.uk
SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT

www.dataflow.co.uk
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Alternator fridge
power for Bidfood
Graham Rennie, director of fleet, Bidfood
UK has no easy task: from Galashiels
in southern Scotland, he and his team
control 950 refrigerated trucks at 22 UK
locations delivering chilled and frozen
food to some 45,000 restaurants, canteen
kitchens and caterers. But Rennie is an
old hand in the refrigeration business with
more than 28 years at Bidfood.
The majority of Bidfood’s depots are no
more than 80 miles from the customers.
Bidfood uses twin-compartment rigids
cooling to +1 degree for fresh produce
and -25 degrees for frozen goods.
The delivery rounds have, on average,
14 door openings a day to unload roll
containers or pallets with intervals
between stops often of less than 20
minutes. "This requires an above-average
refrigeration capacity of the transport
refrigeration unit," says Rennie who has
been using Frigoblock fridges for much
of his career at Bidfood.
About 25 years ago Rennie got to know
the Frigoblock fridge. The first tests in the
Bidfood fleet demonstrated Frigoblock’s

performance as well as fast defrost times
and above-average efficiency. In day-to-day
business, the Frigoblock units also proved
themselves to be reliable.
"When it comes to malfunctions in
operation, they are mostly due to operator
errors," Rennie says. Today, 90% of all
Bidfood trucks have Frigoblock units,
mostly high-performance FK 25 units.

The alternative, delivery with
smaller vans, makes little sense,
he says. "We would need up to
seven smaller vans to replace a
single truck. This doesn’t seem
to be economically or
environmentally sound."

Since the introduction of Euro 6 vehicles
in the Bidfood vehicle fleet, the company
has also increasingly used Frigoblock’s
inverter technology. More than 100 of the
type FK24 and FK13 units have the inverter
filter. It allows the alternator to supply
electrical power as needed for cooling to
give high-refrigeration capacities at low
engine-speed, such as at traffic light stops
in the city. This has also helped to reduce
fuel consumption as well as noise.
But it’s not just the 50% fuel consumption
improvement: Rennie believes that in
future, electrically driven refrigerators will
be a prerequisite for low-emission supply
to customers in the city centres.

Graham Rennie, director of fleet, Bidfood UK

News
digest
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Gist wins new contract
with Arla Foods UK
Arla Foods UK has awarded Gist a three-year deal to handle its
transport and warehouse operations in Scotland and Northern
England. As part of the deal, Gist is providing transport and
warehousing services to support Arla's Lockerbie dairy – running
a combination of daily trips of packaged milk to Arla's retail
customers in Scotland and Northern England. Gist plans to drive
service and efficiency improvements by integrating services with
Gist’s other key clients in the food retail and food service sectors.
Alan Devine, Gist’s managing director, Network Businesses, said:
“We look forward to utilising all of our expertise in food logistics
to exceed Arla's customers' expectations and to deliver the best
possible supply chain using great Gist people."

Safety light
reaches
5000 installs

Daniel Hamby, Arla’s general manager, Outbound Logistics, said:
“We are pleased to have awarded our Scottish transport and
warehouse operations to Gist, following a detailed and competitive
tender process. They met all the tender requirements of delivering
a proactive service model, along with an aligned strategic business
plan which we’re confident will help deliver great customer service.
Their plan also allows for volume growth.”

Labcraft’s Banksman safety lighting system
has been installed in over 5,000 vehicles.
Banksman provides a bright carpet of
white light around the vehicle, improving
visibility to reduce damage to the vehicle,
to property and reducing the risk of serious
injury to third parties.

Earlier this year Labcraft added the BM3
to the range: The world’s first Regulation
23 compliant manoeuvring light that can
be fitted as standard to new vehicles or
retrofitted to an existing fleet enabling
operators to be safe and Regulation
48 compliant.

Mounted at various points around the
underside of the chassis, the Labcraft
Banksman provides bright, white light
into the areas around the vehicle when
manoeuvring, into areas that traditional
reversing lights cannot cover.

The BM3 is made from polycarbonate
with toughened lenses to protect the
light-emitting diodes. It is supported with
a five year warranty, and like all Labcraft
products, is manufactured by Labcraft in
the UK.

The Banksman is an essential lighting aid
to any commercial vehicle that is required
to manoeuvre in areas of insufficient or
poor lighting,” says David Frew, head of
marketing, Labcraft.

Customers who have installed the
Banksman system have found significant
reduction in costs attributed to vehicle
repairs and time off the road due to
accidental damage.

Ferryspeed turns to Carrier
Portsmouth-based Ferryspeed, has added
ten Gray & Adams trailers to its 400-trailer
fleet each specified with Carrier
Transicold Vector 1950 multi-temperature
fridges. The trailers will serve Ferryspeed’s
operations transporting ambient and
temperature-controlled goods, including
food, beverage and pharmaceutical
products, to and from the Channel Islands
and UK distribution centres. “We have
decades of experience serving this unique
part of the UK, and we know precisely

what demands it places on the fleet and
the equipment we specify,” said Robin
Sykes, general manager, Ferryspeed.
“We opted for Carrier’s most powerful
multi-temperature trailer units to give us
maximum flexibility and to ensure we can
offer our customers precise cold chain
control.” Ferryspeed has specified each of
the new units with an EverCold full-service,
repair and maintenance package that
includes annual temperature control testing

OXZY

and certification, full regulatory checks, and
access to Carrier Transicold’s OneCall 24/7
incident management service. All routine
maintenance work will be carried out by
Carrier Transicold Southern.
“We’re very fortunate that network service
partner, Carrier Transicold Southern,
operates from the same commercial site
as we do, so we have all the aftersales
support we could need right on our
doorstep,” Sykes said.

NEW

Plug & Play ventilation door

www.pommier.eu

